CALL FOR POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Thematic Issue Czech Sociological Review - to be published in late 2019

The Czech EVS team plans to edit and publish an English thematic issue in the Czech Sociological Review (2019). We expect papers tapping value change in various domains of life. There is no thematic restriction for contributors as long as the presented analyses are based on the EVS questionnaire and data. If possible, the papers should concern value shifts by means of comparison of all EVS waves (time dimension). We also expect that papers will apply countries comparison and that the Czech Republic will be among the countries being compared (we can suggest a Czech partner for a collaborative paper).

Please address your interest – name of the potential contributors, their affiliation and tentative titles of their articles – to Beatrice Chromková Manea. The required information should be sent by email to manea@fss.muni.cz.

The deadline is the 15th of December 2017.

Thank you for your interest and potential contributions.

Beatrice Chromková Manea

Ladislav Rabušic

Information on the Czech Sociological Review:

The Czech edition of the journal, Sociologický časopis, has been published continuously since 1965 by the Institute of Sociology of the Czech Academy of Sciences. The English edition was launched shortly after the regime change in 1991, and in 2002 the two language editions merged to form a single journal, Sociologický časopis/Czech Sociological Review, with four yearly issues published in Czech and two in English.

The journal is quoted in leading social science databases, including the Web of Science and currently (2016) has an impact factor of 0.143.